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This Month’s Meeting November15th. Is a workshop with particular reference to work that should be nearing
completion on you pines - namely needle plucking/ cutting. Malcolm will show you a short power-point to clear
up any misconceptions or gaps in your knowledge and he will be around to assist if help is needed. Bring your
pines along with you.
Last months Meeting with John Trott.
A very informative evening on azaleas. Lots of information to absorb; lets hope your
azaleas will benefit. Recommended is the Plant Invigorator that John introduced us to.
Also a feature of last months meeting was the quarterly Bryn Wilson trophy
completion for tree not previously award winning, won on this occasion by Mark Bentley
with his newly acquired Juniper itoigawa .

Annual General Meeting Tuesday December 20th.
Nominations for Committee should now be in. November 15th; deadline!
Every current committee member wishing to stand for another year needs re-nominating and that means by you the
members. Dave Barnsley has nomination forms available.
Following the AGM we have the annual draw for the raffle and refreshments Christmas style plus a slide show.

SHOWS
For those of you who did not go , you missed two very interesting Shows. Heathrow on Oct. 23rd. and Stourbridge last weekend Nov. 6th. Heathrow, a huge show with 34 societies exhibiting including us. Thanks go to
Dave and Vic for their stalwart efforts. Stourbridge much smaller but more local and well worth visiting.
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Duncan Heild from North Staffs
wins New Talent Contest

Mark Skan demonstrates on a pine

Essential and Specific Care for PINES, (Sylvestris and Mugo)

To achieve a trained and finished look there a number of training tasks that MUST be done on an annual basis. Each task
has a correct time of year for doing it. Doing it at the wrong time of year will not prove fatal but has complications.
To get a finished appearance, the secondary branch should open up like a hand, while the small buds of tertiary branching
are raised in order to receive the light correctly and in order to provide three-dimensionality and depth.

New growth should be pinched, or clipped, several times in SPRING. When candles reach a length of 3-5 cm remove
the strongest growing candles leaving only 1 or 2 in the cluster. When shoots get to between 5-8 cm cut back leaving
only 3-4 pair of needle on the shoot.

Do structural and major pruning in early AUTUMN. Never remove all needles on a shoot as it will die back.

Pines need plentiful sunlight during the SPRING & SUMMER. When deprived of sufficient light, the tree will develop
elongated needles and experience die-back of the branches that are exposed to shade.

The tree is hardy in WINTER, but freezing winds can be a threat while their roots remain frozen.

Any heavy pruning of the branch or trunk and needle plucking or cutting should be carried out in AUTUMN so as to
minimize sap loss.
Needle Plucking/Cutting:
Needle plucking is an essential tool for pine bonsai maintenance. It allows air and light to penetrate the outer foliage to
increase the health and vigour of inner shoots and branches. It also helps to spread energy throughout the tree in the
same way that bud selection and candle pinching do.
Techniques for Needle Removal on Pinus sylvestris:
Plucking or cutting needles is the last main task of this growing season, if this task is not done, all the previous work will
have been for nothing. The technique of how to do this on Pinus sylvestris is no different from on the Pinus mugo.

Fewer needles means less energy transport to the shoots.

In autumn pluck away all the old needles to let in light and air to the inner weaker parts of the tree.

Try to pluck the needles off in the direction they are growing, then there is less chance of damaging the bark. I cut
those old needles away with the help of a sharp and clean scissors, cutting just above the sheath that holds the
needle bundle. Leaving those sheaths promotes more back budding than if you pluck out the needles, this can also
damage those sheaths from which new buds will grow. The little stumps you leave by cutting don’t look particularly
appealing, but they will fall off eventually.

Society sales material:
As Society members, you are aware that the S.S.B.S. has available for sale a range of materials comprising of
items for making up your growing medium together with grades of aluminium wire ranging from 1.0 mm to
6.0 mm diameter (500 gm rolls).
With the autumn/winter period approaching, you might be needing to think about any of these items that you
require for the repotting season. These include Kiryu, Akadama (2 grades - medium and fine), both in 14 litre
bags and crushed lava in 10 kg bags.
Anyone wishing to purchase, please see Malcolm Hughes.

